Abstract. Refined classification is one of the important research directions of remote sensing data classification. With the support of LiDAR data, the fusion of UAV image feature will be an effective mean to expand feature sets and improve classification category differentiation. After expanding the feature sets, there are high dimensional, massive data, small training samples and so on, which are important problems affecting the classification accuracy. Therefore, based on the DSM features obtained from LiDAR, this paper extracts the geometric features of the relevant space according to the neighborhood constraint rules, and proposes a SVM-DBN classification algorithm for small training samples after the fusion spectra, textures and other features. Using the small training samples classification of SVM, the algorithm predicts a large number of inexpensive unmarked samples on the basis of fewer training samples, uses the prediction results as prior-information training DBN and corrects the results of SVM prediction. The classification results show that the method has high overall precision and reliable results, which provide a new idea for the study of land cover refined classification.
Introduction
At present, single-source remote sensing data has become increasingly difficult to meet the needs of refined classification. For the classification of high-resolution images, due to the phenomenon of "homologous spectrum" and "foreign body spectrum", only rely on the spectrum is not enough to accurately distinguish different categories [1] .
As a three-dimensional data, it is one of the effective means to improve the number of classification categories and ensure the accuracy of classification with the combination of LiDAR data and images. Fusion data, including multi-dimensional contents of information of spectral, spatial… [2] , can improve the object classification number and class differentiation. With the support of point clouds elevation data, the method of refined classification in remote sensing image was proposed and achieved out [3] . In order to effectively improve the accuracy of urban land use classification, a classification method was proposed using high-resolution Digital Surface Model (DSM) and Digital Orthophoto Map (DOM) [4] . Multi-source data fusion has now become an indispensable technical mean in the process of classification [5, 6] .
In the current process of supervision classification, It take the Support Vector Machine (SVM) sorter with structural risk minimization, Deep Belief Network (NN) sorter with nonlinear mapping ability as the mainstream. The core idea of SVM is to projection to high-dimensional feature space through nonlinear mapping, seeks most optimal classification hyperplane as far as possible [7] . SVM has the ability of small train sample classification, but its kernel function and parameter optimization are important and difficult problem. A variety of optimization parameter methods are easy to fall into the local optimal solution, and there are common problems of time-consuming and complex calculation. The core of DBN lies in its nonlinear learning characteristics, which have the ability to fit and generalize large amounts of data, it also determines that the process of training data requires a lot of training samples. In classification, it would be a hassle to select training samples suitably in rich detail land cover images, and the selection of training samples is another key problem affecting the classification accuracy [8, 9] .
In this paper, the composite bands of UAV images and DSM generated by LiDAR are used as data source. Considering the small training samples, the SVM-DBN classification method was proposed and turned to be effective, which use SVM to classify a large number of inexpensive unmarked samples, through the statistical information of various classified categories of land cover in the feature space, as prior-information to train DBN parameters and correct their classification categories. Experiments show that, on the basis of the feature sets that combine surface spatial information with spectral and texture information, the method mentioned, which makes up for the deficiency of a single classifier, obtains better classification results.
the Information Extraction of Surface Spatial and Spectral

Description of Experimental Area.
The study area is Belgian port UAV image and airborne LiDAR data, and both types of data are registration. UAV image and LiDAR data as shown in Fig. 1. a. UAV image b. LiDAR data Fig. 1 Original data (500*500) 2.2 Second-order Statistics of Elevation-Level and Gray-Level.
Texture features are described by Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM), which is a method to describe textures by using the characteristics of pixel grayscale space correlation [10] .
By calculating the correlation statistics between pixels in a certain distance and direction in the image, the texture statistics are obtained on the assumption that the spatial distribution relationship between the pixel and the neighborhood one. In essence, it is a second-order statistical information based on spatial grayscale information.
The commonly used texture statistics are shown in the table 1. f(i,j) is the pixel value of row i and column j, μ is the mean of the pixels in the window and σ is the standard deviation of the pixels. Texture is the local spatial information between adjacent pixels, which is the neighborhood space constraint of grayscale [11] . The surface texture is a local neighborhood feature that characterizes the change of elevation space, so there is also a certain spatial relationship between the elevation primitive separated by a certain distance. It not only reflects the distribution characteristics of the surface, but also reflects the location distribution characteristics between the same object. The Elevation-level co-occurrence Matrix (ELCM) based on the DSM can reflect the Characterization information of height on direction, adjacent interval, variation amplitude, etc.
The GLCM is defined by the grayscale-combined probability density of different position pixels in the neighborhood, while in the ELCM, the counted object becomes the elevation primitive, which is the elevation-combined probability density of pixels. According to the classification of different objects with similar spectral information, such as tree and grass, the degree of inter-category differentiation is increased after the elevation distribution characteristics are fused. The partial feature extraction results are shown in 
General Statistical Characteristics.
The general statistical feature is obtained by the point operation of the original band, and for the surface features, the operation is based on DSM or DEM data. Surface and spectral are the essential characteristics of the features, which can be used to construct feature sets to distinguish different ground objects. For UAV images, the spectral value of each pixel represents the radiant brightness value of the object, while for surface feature, the value of each pixel represents the height of the object or the elevation.
The general statistical characteristics calculation formula is shown in the Table 2 . In order to expand the feature sets, joined the vegetation features, height difference, LiDAR intensity. 
Construction of Feature Sets.
After extracting the representative features of UAV image and LiDAR data, the initial feature space is constructed, and the experimental window size is 3*3.
The feature sets of the study area are shown in Table 3 : Table 3 The Feature Sets 
SVM-DBN Classification Method
On the basis of fewer training samples, this method uses a large number of inexpensive unknown samples to correct the classification deviation of the tagged samples, which may be caused by insufficient representation by excavating the inherent structure information of the types to be classified in the unknown samples. The process is shown in Fig. 3 The main idea of SVM is to establish an optimal classification hyperplane as a decision surface, so that the isolation edges between different samples are maximized. The best position of the classification hyperplane is to give the maximum distance between the two types of samples, and the vectors closest to the taxonomic hyperplane can construct two edge hyperplane, which is called the support vector. Once the support vector that satisfies the optimal condition is obtained, other training data in a sense is useless [12] .
Nonlinear mapping is introduced for nonlinear separable data:φ:x i →φ(x i ), the original training data is mapped to the high-dimensional feature space so that it can be divided linearly. The kernel function calculation is introduced because the training data only needs to be calculated by the inner product and does not have to get the actual form of φ(x). The common kernel functions are polynomial kernel function, radial base kernel function, sigmoid kernel function and so on. In addition to the kernel function parameters, the penalty coefficient C is also an important parameter. Find the maximum classification interval by adjusting C without having to make all training samples meet the correct classification. Because the SVM with RBF as kernel function can obtain satisfactory results in multidimensional data classification [13] , it is selected as kernel function, at the same time, the training samples are less and the separation is better, and the penalty coefficient is set to 100.
DBN Classification.
A DBN can be defined as a stack of Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) [14] , in which each RBM layer communicates with both the previous and subsequent layers. The nodes of any single layer don't communicate with each other laterally [15] . A typical DBN consists of multilayer RBMs and a layer of Back Propagation (BP), the structure of which is as Fig. 4 Fig. 4 The structure of DBN The RBM contains the visible layer v and the hidden layer h, which has the input units v={v 1 ,v 2 …v m }, the hidden units h={h 1 ,h 2 …h n }, m and n are the number of visible and hidden elements respectively. w is the connection weight between the two layers, a i and b j are the bias value of the visible layer -th neurons and the hidden layer -th neurons respectively.
The training process of RBM is actually to find a probability distribution that can best produce training samples. In other words, to find a distribution so that the probability of training samples in this distribution is greatest. When a given unit state, the activation probability of the forward or back unit is satisfied with the condition Independent [16] . For RBM, its system energy function is:
(1) θ={W ij ,b i ,c j } are parameters of RBM and training targets. Theoretically, when parameters are determined, the joint probability distribution (v,h) can be obtained:
is normalized factor. In practical problems, the probability distribution of the observed data v is the marginal distribution P(v|θ) of the joint probability distribution P (v,h|θ) , that is: (4) According to conditional independence assumption, the probability of each layer neurons are: (10) By using the stochastic gradient ascent algorithm and the contrastive divergence algorithm, the parameter update rules are obtained by k-th (usually k=1) Gibbs sampling [17] :
(11) (12) BDN training usually requires a large number of marked samples to train unknown parameters, in contrast, SVM has more appropriate requirements for the number of marked samples. In this paper, by sampling a small number of sample points, based on SVM classification, the classification results as prior-information pre-training parameters of the DBN classifier, using a trained classifier for classification.
Experimental Analysis
As mentioned earlier, the experiment is divided into two stages, the first stage is feature sets construction. The second stage is based on SVM classification results as prior-information training DBN, to strengthen the classification of classifiers ability to predict.
Data Pre-processing.
If the pixel is P(i,j), the dataset is
, where m, n is the image width and height, l is the feature dimension, k is the label. For visual interpretation of UAV images, the classification categories are determined as Table 4 . The dataset are divided into training samples and unknown samples, and the initial categories of samples to be classified are obtained by using SVM classification. For pixels, feature dimensions In order to verify the optimization function of the spatial constraint feature of the added DSM neighborhood in the classification, two sets of different feature sets based on SVM predictive initial label were designed experimentally. As feature sets X 1 ={I 1 2 and the initial label sample set, and the repetition algorithm is not in the allowable range until the error value. The pre-trained parameters are assigned to the DBN network to predict the label of the samples. 
Results Analysis.
Based on different feature sets, this paper completes the refined classification results of four groups of urban features under different priori samples, and evaluates the accuracy of each classification result. Based on the classification results and visual interpretation results, the evaluation method is mainly confused matrix. Evaluation indexes include overall accuracy, kappa coefficient, user's accuracy and producer's accuracy. The results are shown in the Table 6 . Table 6 Three scheme comparing (%) In TEST 1, due to the X high feature sets dimensions (52 dimensions), it is not ideal to rely on SVM classification results, and the OA is only 79.15%. TEST 2 shows that training DBN and classifying samples on the basis of too large prior-information error did not improve the classification results. Using X 1 for SVM classification in TEST 3, the OA has achieved 90.61%. In TEST 4, Using X 1 based on SVM to get the initial labels, and Using Y 2 * as prior information and adding spatial constraint features X 2 , the OA reached 92.16%. TEST 4 shows that the classification accuracy can be improved effectively by using prior-information for classification after adding surface space detail information. Further analysis shows that after adding the spatial constraint feature X 2 , the classification accuracy of each category increases, and the spectral characteristics of similar features, such as grass and trees, have improved. In addition, to verify the effect of the number of priori samples on the classification results, the influence of the priori-samples with different ratios on the classification accuracy was randomly selected experimentally. Fig. 6 The OA of classification based on different proportional priori-samples TEST 1 and TEST 3 are the SVM classification results, which are plotted in the same diagram for reference, and two experiments are not extracted proportionally.
The experimental results show that when the proportion of priori samples is more than 30%, the overall accuracy is improved, so under the condition of strong time constraints, the initial labels can be optimized by randomly extracting more than 30% priori samples.
Conclusion
In the refined classification, for categories with similar spectral information, such as building2 and building3 or grass and tree, the separating degree of different categories can be enhanced by introducing second-order statistics of Elevation-Level and Gray-Level to improve classification accuracy
The optimal results are obtained under the condition of SVM limited information, which can easily solve the problems such as high dimensional features and small training samples. In the actual classification process, sampling large training data are often time-consuming and power-intensive. Pre-classification based on SVM by selecting less training samples, the results are not completely accurate, but it can be used as prior-information training DBN classifier to achieve self-learning and correction of sample labels, and improve the accuracy of classification.
